INTRODUCTION
As a new development of cell manufacturing mode, virtual cell production is an advanced production & manufacturing method which has gained increasingly attention in recent years. Virtual manufacturing cell is to cluster production tasks into task family according to similarity of production tasks, and to select necessary equipment from alternative resource bank with due consideration of constraint condition for production, thus to develop logically correlated virtual dynamic entities with no necessity to change physical layout of equipment. Virtual cell has overcome limitation of traditional cell production, and it is able to respond the ever-changing market quickly, and has become an effective approach to realize production of multiple varieties in small batches.
In actual production, there are often some random events (increase of tasks, lack of raw materials, and equipment fault, and so on) which have disturbed production order. "New task insertion" is applied specifically to study the impact of disturbance events on virtual cell scheduling. Virtual cell has resource and time sharing mechanism, and occasion that production tasks use a common resource within certain time period simultaneously may occur within and between virtual cells. With established resources and capacity during specified time, there exists resource conflict in case existing resource fails to meet production demand when new task is inserted, and it is necessary to adjust scheduling dynamically to eliminate conflicts.
Currently, resource conflict is detected mostly depending on methods such as Petri Nets [2] , Time Petri Nets [3] and Constraint Unsatisfiable [4] , and eliminated depending on Reasoning [5] , Constraint [6] and Collaboration [7] , and so on. These methods can only be applied to project management, concurrent engineering and multi-agent system, and so on. However, resource in virtual cells is no longer limited to a particular virtual cell, and new task insertion has also increased complexity of conflict, and thus there is a certain limitation for method above to be applied to virtual cell. Therefore, this article presents a resource conflict detection method based on Bayesian network, an uncertain causal association model which is not only suitable to express complicated relation of attributes related with disturbance events, but also suitable to describe logic uncertainty between attribute polymorphism and attributes. Meanwhile, critical chain method is used to resolute resource conflict based on priority of virtue cell and priority of process, and this method takes full consideration of bottleneck resources in production system to optimize configuration of sharing resources between each task through critical chain coordination mechanism, thus to reduce adverse effect of disturbance factors on production.
RESOURCE CONFLICT DETECTION OF VIRTUAL CELL BASED ON BAYESIAN NETWORK
Bayesian network is a graph pattern used to describe dependency of data variables by directed acyclic graph, among which one node represents one attribute or variable and directed edge among nodes represents probabilistic dependency relationship [8] between attributes or variables. Closely integrating probability theory and graph theory, it can not only reveal question researched in an intuitive manner, but also shrink complexity of model expression and reasoning.
There are three basic structures among nodes in Bayesian network, that is, X i →X j →X k , X i ←X j →X k and X i →X j ←X k respectively. X= (t s , M i , t f ) represents parameter triple of nodes. Among which, t s represents start time, M i represents used resources, and t f represents finish time. ABSTRACT: Specific to dynamic adjustment of initial scheduling of virtual cell with new task insertion, we use Bayesian network to detect resource conflict process which may appear in virtual cell due to contention of production tasks on finite resources within specified time period, and then adopt critical chain method to resolute resource conflict based on priority of virtual cell and priority of process. At last, the feasibility and effectiveness of proposed methods through case study are verified. sequence and parameter triple of nodes. Second, list out resource-sharing working set Mi= (X i , X j , X k ) based on types of resources used by nodes in Bayesian network graph. With established resources and capacity during specified time, delete resource-sharing working set in case of no resource conflict when existing resource meets production demand; while output resource-sharing working set in case of resource conflict when existing resource fails to meet production demand. Figure 1 indicates that resource conflict exists between virtual cell processes when new task is inserted. a. Critical chain process and non-critical chain process: process on critical chain enjoys distribution priority of sharing resources. b. Priority of other processes: take overall consideration of impact of subsequent process number of conflict process as well as summation of delay time and continuous manufacturing time of conflict process on the whole cell. Formula (1) represents priority value of critical chain process; formulate (2) represents priority value of non-critical chain process. Whichever conflict process has the larger value has the deeper impact on the production scheduling, and the process enjoys distribution priority of sharing resources.
In which, 
Strategy for conflict resolution between virtual cells based on priority
Specific to resolution of resource conflict between virtual cells, this article provides a measuring formula F=0.5I +0.5E 1 , which takes two factors into account:
(1) priorityI of virtual cell, in which
D represents delay time due to resource constraint, E represents cost allowance due to delay of virtual cell every hours; (2) priority E of conflict process in its own virtual cell. Whichever has the larger value of F has the higher integrated priority, and enjoys priority of resources.
Buffer setting
Root variance method is used in this article to set buffer size, to calculate buffer value by quadratic sum radication of cut safety time of process, and this concept also accords with superposition of undetermined time as is shown in formula (3) and formula (4):
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CASE ANALYSIS

Case description
Pipe manufacturing workshop is a significant production department of shipbuilding enterprise. Labor hour of ship pipe accounts for 40%-45% of overall working quantity for shipping out, therefore pipe manufacturing has a large impact on the whole production cycle of ship. Meanwhile, virtual cell production is appropriate for ship considering complexity, multiple variety, small batch and large quantity of its pipeline. Therefore, we will take operation of certain pipe manufacturing team of one ship factory in Chinese mainland as an example to verify effectiveness of proposed method in the following passage. At present, there are two virtual cells, six pipe fittings and twelve kinds of equipment in the manufacturing workshop. Original virtual cell I (VC 1 ) includes parts families of P 1 , P 2 4 respectively. According to method in reference [9] used to measure similarity between new task and original production unit, insert new pipe fitting NP 1 into VC 1 and new pipe fitting NP 2 into VC 2 , reconstruct VC 3 with new pipe fitting NP 2 and NP 3 , and provide initial scheduling of the three virtual cells (NVC 1 , NVC 2 , NVC 3 ) after new task insertion, which are shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. Table 4 ; final scheduling of NVC 2 is shown in Table 5 ; while final scheduling of NVC 3 is its initial scheduling. Through comparison of initial scheduling and final scheduling, it is obtained that master production plans are 2236 minutes and 2037 minutes respectively, that is, the latter is 199 minutes less than the former; meanwhile, total time used by the two plans on 12 equipment are 15047 minutes and 13827 minutes respectively, that is, the latter is 1220 minutes less than the former, and thus has effectively improved production efficiency, and has further verified feasibility and effectiveness of proposed method.
CONCLUSION
This paper mainly studies impact of new task insertion, the disturbance event, on scheduling of original virtual cell. New task insertion has disturbed production plan of original virtual cell, and resource conflict may occur in specific time period when production tasks need to use one restricted resource together. Therefore, this article finds out location of resource conflict based on Bayesian network, and adopts critical chain method to resolve resource conflict inside and between virtual cells in combination with priority method. Scheduling after dynamic adjustment not only enables orderly completion of new task and original task, but also improves production efficiency and shortens production cycle greatly.
